Development and pharmacological modulation of embryonic stem cell-derived neuronal network activity.
Embryonic stem cells can be differentiated into neurons of diverse neurotransmitter-specific phenotypes. While the time course of functional progression of ES cell-derived neural precursors towards mature neurons has been described in detail on single-cell level, the temporal development and pharmacological modulation of ES cell-derived neuronal network activity have not been explored yet. Neuronal network activity can be assessed by the microelectrode array (MEA) technology that allows simultaneous monitoring of the electrical activity exhibited by entire populations of neurons over several weeks or months in vitro. We demonstrate here that ES cell-derived neural precursors cultured on MEAs for 5 to 6 weeks develop neuronal networks with oscillating and synchronous spike patterns via distinct states of activity and change electrophysiological characteristics even after 5 to 6 weeks in culture pointing towards late maturational processes. These processes were accompanied by an increasing density of presynaptic vesicles. Furthermore, we demonstrated that ES cell-derived network activity was sensitive to synaptically acting drugs indicating that pharmacologically susceptible neuronal networks were generated. Thus, the MEA technology represents a powerful tool to describe the temporal progression of stem cell-derived neural populations towards mature, functioning neuronal networks that can be applied to investigate pharmacologically active compounds.